Early Career Scientist Event 16 October
CORDEX data for climate projections and applications 'Let's focus on the user'

WHO? The event is open for Early Career Scientists (ECS) and students registered for the conference, as well as senior scientists.

WHY? As ECS will play a crucial role in the advancements of the CORDEX community in the upcoming decade, we look forward to sharing knowledge on climate information and user interaction during this event.

Programme from approximately 18.00
Opening
Expert presentation
‘From CORDEX data to information and user interaction’
By Prof. Dr. Ailikun from: Alliance of International Science Organization (ANSO)
Short reflections by 3-4 early career researchers
Interactive Questions & Answers
Social event with snacks and beverages

For questions and/or ideas please contact the early career organiser of the event: Gaby Langendijk (langendijk.gs@gmail.com)
Read more: http://icrc-cordex2019.cordex.org/program/ecs-activities/early-career-scientist-event/